Genuine Mercedes-Benz Accessories
CLK- Class

Extras to add to the star quality

You drive a CLK. What more could you possibly want?
Not a lot, because Mercedes-Benz has given the vehicle
just about everything you could wish for: beauty and
charisma, a remarkably practical design, and a host of
powerful technologies that ensure getting from Point A
to Point B is nothing short of pleasurable.
But wait a minute: maybe there are a few things you could
still wish for. Items which express your personal style.
Items which allow you to add your own distinctive touch to
your CLK. And make your journey even more enjoyable.
Your accessories wish list awaits you. To find out more,
read on.
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chrome mirror housing
[see chapter APPEARANCE P. 10]

chrome door handle inserts
[see chapter APPEARANCE P. 10]

sadachiba 18" 5-spoke wheel, multi-piece
[see chapter APPEARANCE P. 8]

roof cargo container, large
[see chapter UTILITY & CARE P. 22]

roof rack basic carrier
[see chapter UTILITY & CARE P. 23]

Genuine Mercedes-Benz
Accessories for the CLK-Class
When people think about the name Mercedes-Benz, most often words
such as high-quality, dependable, luxurious and beautiful come to
mind. These adjectives have been used to describe the brand and its
vehicles from its earliest days. They have become as intricately
linked to the name as is the Three-Pointed Star.
Genuine Mercedes-Benz Accessories feature the same attributes as
all other products from Mercedes. Given the brand’s illustrious
reputation, they have to. Our engineers have developed an array of
products for the CLK to customize it to your liking or extend its
utility for your practical needs. All accessories are purpose-built to
the same uncompromising technical, reliability and appearance
standards we commit to deliver on everything bearing the Mercedes-Benz
name. Whether it be a racing-inspired, multi-piece alloy wheel, an
integrated vehicle interface for your iPod®, or a cargo management
product, you are assured that Genuine Mercedes-Benz Accessories
will meet your expectations for performance and quality design.
With this brochure we invite you to take a closer look at the wide
range of accessories made for the CLK, available to you exclusively
through all authorized Mercedes-Benz dealers.
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Elarneb 17" 6-Spoke Wheel, multi-piece [ P. 8] | 2

Chrome Mirror Housing [ P. 10]
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1 Not compatible with snow chains.

Alresha | 18" Multi-Spoke Exclusive Forged Wheel1

Elarneb | 17" 6-Spoke Wheel, multi-piece1

Style III | 17" / 18" AMG 5-Spoke Wheel

Finish: bi-color anthracite, high-sheen polished

Finish: sterling silver

Finish: sterling silver

Wheel Size: 7.5J x 18 ET 37 | Tire Size: 225/40 R18

Wheel Size: 7.5J x 17 ET 36 | Tire Size: 225/45 R17

Option for rear axle:
Wheel Size: 8.5J x 18 ET 30 | Tire Size: 255/35 R18

Option for rear axle:
Wheel Size: 8.5J x 17 ET 30 | Tire Size: 245/40 R17

Wheel Size: 7.5J x 17 ET 37 | Tire Size: 225 /45 R17
Wheel Size: 7.5J x 18 ET 37 | Tire Size: 225 /40 R18
Option for rear axle:
Wheel Size: 8.5J x 17 ET 30 | Tire Size: 245/40 R17
Wheel Size: 8.5J x 18 ET 30 | Tire Size: 245/35 R18

You could be forgiven for thinking it isn’t possible
to improve upon the looks of your CLK. That is, until
you have seen the accessories shown on these pages.
A unique set of performance wheels, a few polished chrome
accents, and a sumptuous wood-leather steering wheel
are among the items that can give your CLK a distinguished,
custom appearance.
Anchat | 17" 7-Spoke Wheel1

Sadachiba | 18" 5-Spoke Wheel, multi-piece1

Finish: sterling silver

Finish: titanium silver, high-sheen polished

Wheel Size: 7.5J x 17 ET 36 | Tire Size: 225/45 R17

Wheel Size: 7.5J x 18 ET 37 | Tire Size: 225/40 R18

Option for rear axle:
Wheel Size: 8.5J x 17 ET 30 | Tire Size: 245/40 R17

Option for rear axle:
Wheel Size: 8.5J x 18 ET 30 | Tire Size: 245/35 R18

Accessory wheels are only for specified tire sizes and may require use
of wheel bolts other than those originally supplied with your vehicle.
Failure to use proper equipment could result in an accident or vehicle damage.
See your authorized Mercedes-Benz dealer for details and installation.
Not compatible with snow chains. Serious wheel and tire damage may occur
if the vehicle is operated on rough or damaged road surfaces or upon
encountering road debris or obstacles.
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Style IV | 18" AMG Twin-Spoke Wheel,
multi-piece
Finish: sterling silver
Wheel Size: 7.5J x 18 ET 37 | Tire Size: 225 /40 R18
Option for rear axle:
Wheel Size: 8.5J x 18 ET 30 | Tire Size: 255/35 R18
Wheel Size: 9.5J x 18 ET 18 | Tire Size: 255/35 R18

Style V | 18" AMG Multi-Spoke Wheel

Style VI | 18" AMG 5-Spoke Wheel

Finish: high-sheen

Finish: brilliant silver, burnished

Wheel Size: 7.5J x 18 ET 37 | Tire Size: 225 /40 R18

Wheel Size: 8J x 18 ET 34 | Tire Size: 225 /40 R18

Option for rear axle:
Wheel Size: 8.5J x 18 ET 30 | Tire Size: 255/35 R18

Option for rear axle:
Wheel Size: 8.5J x 18 ET 30 | Tire Size: 255/35 R18

Wheel Hub Inserts

Tire Valve Stem Caps

Wheel Locking Bolts

Add an attractive ﬁnishing touch to your wheels with these
inserts. Three styles available:

A perfect ﬁnishing touch, these
chrome plated solid brass valve
stem caps dress-up any wheel.
Each a set of four. Available in
black, silver or AMG.

Chrome-plated wheel locking bolts
can provide a subtle but effective
security touch to your CLK-Class,
helping to protect your light alloy
wheels and tires from theft.

Classic Star & Laurel design in blue | Above left |
Titanium silver with chrome Three-Pointed Star | Above center |
Silver with chrome Three-Pointed Star | Above right |
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Chromed Exterior Mirror Housings

Chrome Door Handle Inserts

These high-sheen chromed exterior mirror
housings perfectly complement the sparkling
range of coordinating exterior refinements.
| Also pictured on page 6 |

Help protect your finish from scratches
and show an added touch of style with a set
of two chrome door handle inserts.

Wood & Leather Steering Wheel
polished

Add a touch of distinctive elegance to
your CLK-Class with this steering
wheel, made from durable richly-grained
leather and hand-burnished burl
walnut wood. Black, ash or stone leather
available.

black powder
coat

black pearl

carbon fiber

Trunk Handle

License Plate Frames

Made of stainless steel in polished or satin finish,
this trunk handle attaches to the trunk lid to
help prevent ﬁngerprints and reduce the possibility
of scratching the finish on your CLK-Class.

Choose from several quality solid stainless steel frame designs in an assortment
of durable finishes to enhance the appearance of your license plates without
blocking registration tags in all four corner locations. Design styles include:
Mercedes-Benz Logo frame, Slimline frame, AMG Logo frame, and Star Marquis
solid plate. Please see INDEX for finish options for each design.

satin
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Blue Illuminated Door Sills
Light-up your CLK-Class in eye-catching style each time you open the doors
with these luminous blue-colored CLK stainless steel door sills.
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Wood & Leather Steering Wheel [ see chapter APPEARANCE P. 10] | 2

Mercedes-Benz Navigation [ P. 17] | 3

iPod® Integration [P. 14]
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Mercedes-Benz

iPod® Integration 1 and CD Changer

Enhances your in-vehicle experience.

Your music. Your Mercedes-Benz.

Mercedes-Benz offers a suite of innovative communication and entertainment systems designed
to enhance and personalize your in-vehicle experience.
Navigation, hands-free communication system, SIRIUS
satellite radio and Tele Aid services like Stolen Vehicle
Recovery, Personal Concierge and Automatic Collision
Notification are just some of what Mercedes-Benz
offers.
So, what matters most to you? Perhaps it’s an extra
measure of security, or an interest in efficiency tools
that let you be more productive during your drive
time. Or maybe you would just like an added sense of
luxury.
For security, for efficiency, for luxury… Mercedes-Benz
can cater to your unique lifestyle.

iPod® Integration
CD Changer
Hands-Free Communication System
SIRIUS Satellite Radio
Navigation
Tele Aid

CD Changer
The 6-CD Changer allows you to load enough music to keep you entertained
for many hours as the miles roll by and you enjoy every moment surrounded
by your Mercedes-Benz. Designed to mount in the glove box of your CLK2,
the CD Changer allows you to play both commercial CDs and those that
you have burned yourself in MP3 format3. | Installation Kit required |

14/15
Taking your personal music collection with
you wherever you go has never been
easier. Mercedes-Benz now offers seamless
integration of your iPod into the audio
system of your CLK. With an interface that
is compatible with any dock-connectorequipped iPod device, your iPod charges
while connected.
Steering wheel controls and a visual display
of the track information make your
iPod a perfect fit with your Mercedes-Benz.

Illustration representative of actual dashboard display

Control your iPod via steering wheel buttons:

The controls on the iPod device are disabled and its screen
displays the Mercedes-Benz trademark while docked to
the vehicle. Access to any video or photographic images stored
on the iPod is not possible while the device is docked.
iPod Integration Kit only provides access to and integrated
control of audio files stored on the iPod.

Navigate within the current iPod music menu
Volume control
Select, Change menu
Display of current iPod selection

* The iPod Interface Kit and the iPod cradle
are compatible with following models:

iPod 3rd Generation, iPod video,
iPod photo, iPod U2 Special Edition

3rd

iPod Generation
iPod video
iPod photo
iPod U2 Special Edition
iPod mini
iPod nano

1 iPod is a registered product of Apple Computer. All iPod
devices are sold separately.
2 Only compatible back to and including the 2005 model
year CLK.
3 The CD Changer recognizes the first 99 tracks on a CD.
Any additional tracks are ignored.

iPod mini

iPod nano

iPod Cradle*
This black felt-lined cradle holds your iPod in the glovebox.
The soft flocked surface blends perfectly into the glovebox
and helps protect your iPod against scratches and damage.
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Interfaces for Hands-Free Communication System4

SIRIUS Satellite Radio6, 7

Keeping you in touch.

Radio for the new millenium.

The Mercedes-Benz Hands-Free Communication
System offers state-of-the art communications
technology with the engineering expertise of
Mercedes-Benz.
Unlike conventional systems, the Hands-Free
Communication System seamlessly integrates into
your vehicle and is engineered by Mercedes-Benz
to provide optimum reception and sound quality
while helping you keep your eyes on the road and
your hands on the wheel.
Provided that your vehicle has the optional “prewire”
package, the Hands-Free Communication System
can be installed at your authorized Mercedes-Benz
dealership. And we offer two ways to take advantage
of it based on your lifestyle and how you use your
mobile phone...

MHI Interface Cradle5

Bluetooth Interface Module5

With the Multi-Handset
Interface (MHI) Cradle, your
phone is stored securely
out of the way, it is continually
charged so you never have
to worry about a depleted
phone battery in the car,
and it links to an external
antenna to provide the best
possible reception when placing or receiving a phone call.

With Bluetooth technology
your phone connects wirelessly
with the Hands-Free Communication System. Bluetooth
supports hands-free audio
and limited call handling functions. Since the phone is not
connected in a cradle, battery
charging and use of an external antenna are not possible.
However you can keep your
phone on your belt, in your
purse… wherever it’s convenient.

There are MHI Cradles
available to accommodate
a selection of popular
mobile phones for most
major carriers.

With more than 125 channels of SIRIUS satellite radio from which to
choose, you can be as discerning about what you listen to as you are
about what you drive. Once the SIRIUS hardware has been installed
and your subscription to SIRIUS activated, over 65 channels of coastto-coast digital-quality commercial-free music from almost any genre,
and over 55 channels of exclusive sports, news, talk and world-class
entertainment will literally be at your fingertips, seamlessly integrated
within the audio system of your CLK.

4 Always plug an approved phone into the cradle for use inside the vehicle or use the
approved Bluetooth interface. Otherwise operating a non-approved phone or radio
transmitter with its own attached or built-in antenna while the engine is running can
interfere with the vehicle’s electronic systems. For safety reasons, the driver
should not use the cellular phone while the vehicle is in motion. We encourage the
driver to stop the vehicle in a safe location before answering or placing a call.
5 MHI Interface Cradle and Bluetooth Interface Module are sold separately and offer
one year/unlimited mileage warranties.

Regardless of the option that you choose for the
Hands-Free Communication System, the experts at
Auto Wireless Solutions can help you choose the
right phone for your lifestyle and for your CLK. For
a current list of compatible phone models, visit
AWS at www.Wireless4MB.com or call Auto Wireless
Solutions at 1-800-910-1021 to speak to an advisor.

6 SIRIUS satellite radio is a subscription-based service, available on a monthly, annual or lifetime
basis. Included with your purchase of SIRIUS hardware for your CLK is six months of service.
While the SIRIUS network of satellite and terrestrial antennas provides nearly seamless service
throughout the contiguous U.S., SIRIUS service may be unavailable or interrupted for a variety
of reasons, including environmental or topographic conditions; in certain locations such as tunnels,
parking garages, or within or next to large buildings; or near other technologies that can interfere
with the SIRIUS signal.
7 SIRIUS is a dealer option on 2004, 2005 and select 2006 models. Not available for many 2006
and 2007 models unless ordered from the factory.

Mercedes-Benz Navigation System8
More than a map.™
16/17
The Mercedes-Benz Navigation System is a fully
integrated system that combines Global Positioning
System (GPS) technology with detailed electronic
maps to allow you to plan trips, navigate detours and
help avoid getting lost. Your vehicle’s location is
continuously tracked by Global Positioning System
(GPS) satellites, and is displayed on the map.
The system can route you through more than 4.6 million
miles of navigable roads in the United States and
Canada. Just enter the address on the intelligent destination input screen, and the system takes over
from there, guiding you audibly and with a clear and
detailed 7" LCD map display.
Do you need an idea where to go? The Navigation
System also offers 1.6 million Points of Interest
in 40 categories including ATMs, restaurants, hotels,
airports, museums and more.

Navigation Update Disk
Your Mercedes-Benz Navigation System relies upon a detailed electronic
map to guide you to your destinations and help you find the services
and attractions that you need and want in your daily life. But things are
constantly changing out there. Roads are added or diverted, restaurants
open and close, hotels and museums are built, ATMs move. In fact, as much
as 20 percent of the navigation data is updated every year. That is why
Mercedes-Benz offers updated navigation data, available for purchase from
your authorized Mercedes-Benz dealer, to help ensure that you always
have current navigation information.
8 Navigation system data represents the United States (excluding Alaska) and Canada. Directional assistance
provided only when GPS coverage is available. Maps do not cover all areas nor all routes within
an area. While the navigation system provides directional assistance, the driver must remain focused
on safe driving behavior, including paying attention to traffic and street signs. The driver should
utilize the system’s audio cues while driving and should only consult the map or verbal displays once
the vehicle has been stopped in a safe place. See your authorized Mercedes-Benz dealer availability
and for details.
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Tele Aid 9
There at the touch of a button.

Mercedes-Benz doesn’t think that
you should have to face any of life’s
surprises – big or little – alone. That’s
why we’ve included Tele Aid as standard
equipment in every CLK-Class. Tele Aid
can serve as your lifeline, your co-pilot,
even your full-time personal assistant.
Tele Aid is a collection of services designed
to keep you connected when you are in
your vehicle. Tele Aid puts a variety of services at your fingertips with three simple
buttons: SOS, the Wrench Button, and the
i-Button. Touch one and you can contact
a Tele Aid Response Specialist who is ready
to assist in every way.
When you subscribe, you can choose
between Tele Aid Security & Care, a package
that brings an extra measure of security
and peace of mind to your travels, or Tele Aid
Luxury & Convenience, an additional cost
premium package that offers you a genuine
sense of ease and comfort that you’ve come
to expect from Mercedes-Benz.

Wrench Button
If you need Mercedes-Benz
Roadside Assistance, push
the Wrench Button. Service
personnel will help you
identify the trouble and if
necessary dispatch Roadside
Assistance.

9 Tele Aid equipment is standard on many Mercedes-Benz vehicles. See your dealer for details. The first year’s basic
Tele Aid Security & Care package is provided at no additional cost. Subscription and acquaintance call required for
system to be active. Service operates only where cellular and Global Positioning Satellite system coverage is available.
See your dealer for details. Owner must authorize vehicle tracking by providing passcode and a valid stolen vehicle police
report number. PIN code required to activate Remote Door Unlock.
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Tele Aid Security & Care 9
Now, Tele Aid Security & Care
enhances your sense of security
by providing:

Tele Aid Luxury & Convenience 11
With an active Tele Aid subscription,
you may be eligible for a discount
from your insurance provider.10

Emergency notification services
Roadside Assistance
Remote Door Unlock
Stolen Vehicle Recovery
Anti-Theft Alarm Notification

i-Button

SOS Button

Push the i-Button to contact
the Customer Assistance Center
or to be connected to your
preferred Mercedes-Benz dealer.
You can also reach the Concierge
Service, receive Route Assistance
and Traffic Information.11

In case of an emergency, push the SOS Button
for a Tele Aid Response Specialist who can
notify police, paramedics, or other emergency
personnel of your vehicle’s location.
SOS is automatically triggered in the event of
an airbag or seat belt emergency tensioning
device deployment.

The Tele Aid Luxury & Convenience
package builds on the services of
Tele Aid Security & Care and adds
access to premium services that
enhance your in-vehicle experience.
Personal Concierge acts as your
personal assistant on the road.
Fulfilling your requests for nearly
“anything, anytime, anywhere”…
at the touch of a button. You can
also use the Online Concierge,
which allows you to access your
Personal Concierge via your
computer or even your PDA or
anywhere you have Internet access.

Enhanced Traffic Information
provides full metro traffic reports
within 30 miles of your location,
metro street traffic, programmable
radius traffic, details on traffic
conditions along your route and
more.12
Route Assistance connects you to
a trained specialist who has the
resources to locate and help you to
get to your destination.

Tele Aid 9 puts a variety of services
at system subscriber’s fingertips
with three simple buttons: SOS, the
Wrench Button, and the i-Button.

10 Many insurance carriers offer comprehensive premium reduction for Mercedes-Benz vehicles with an
active Tele Aid subscription. Check with your insurance carrier to see if you qualify for an insurance
premium discount. Rates and eligibility may vary.
11 Concierge service available only in Tele Aid Luxury & Convenience package. Traffic Information and
Route Assistance use is included as part of Tele Aid Luxury & Convenience package at no additional cost,
and are available at an additional per use charge when used with Tele Aid Security & Care package.

12 Traffic information is available in over 100 cities and is based on available broadcast data and is not
available in all areas. Reports provided based on your vehicle’s current location (within a pre-defined radius)
or along any of up to five regular commutes that you program at the Tele Aid website. Route Assistance is
limited to available digitized map data which does not include all areas or routes within area.
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Roof Cargo Container, Medium [ P. 22] | 2

Roof Rack Basic Carrier [ P. 23]
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utility & care

All rooftop products featured are compatible
with CLK Coupe models only.
Roof Cargo Containers
Create additional space for sports equipment and luggage with one of our
aerodynamic, high-quality roof containers designed to nicely complement the
car. Constructed of lightweight, yet exceptionally durable, impact-tested
thermoplastic material. Features pressurized struts for easy lid operation and
a security lock. Comes in silver finish, which may be painted to match the
body of your CLK.
[large]

Small model holds 11.5 cubic feet. Medium model holds 14 cubic feet. Large
model holds 16 cubic feet. All models have a maximum load capacity of 110 lbs.
Requires Roof Rack Basic Carrier (sold separately).
| CLK Coupe models only |

[small]

[medium]

If you drive a CLK, you know it to be a much more versatile vehicle
than its sleek profile and two doors suggest. But people with
active lifestyles occasionally have practical needs that most vehicles
need help to fulfill. For those people and times, Mercedes-Benz has
developed an expansive assortment of cargo management and vehicle
care and protection products, all of which are featured in these pages.

Luggage Set for Roof Cargo Container

Ski Rack Insert

This set of four sporty and functional bags is
designed to fit inside our Small or Large Roof Cargo
Containers (sold separately). Constructed of
durable, weather-resistant materials. Shoulder straps
included.

Securely hold up to three pairs of skis
and poles with this rack. Designed
for use in our Small Roof Cargo Container
(sold separately).
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Roof Rack Basic Carrier

Basic Carrier Storage Bag

Our basic carrier is an essential component for attaching a wide assortment of items to the
top of your CLK. After easy installation, you can securely attach and lock bicycles, ski,
snow or surfboard racks, or a cargo container. (Racks and containers are sold separately.)
| CLK Coupe models only |

Protect your Roof Rack Basic
Carrier in this nylon bag when
not attached to your CLK.

utility & care

Rooftop products are not compatible
with CLK Convertible models.

Bicycle Rack

Spiral Lock for Bicycle Rack

This rack securely holds a single bicycle and attaches to the Roof Rack Basic Carrier
(sold separately). Up to three bicycle racks may be supported on the Roof Rack
Basic Carrier. Bicycles may be mounted to the rack before affixing to the carrier.
Lock set available (sold separately).

Secure your bicycles with this antitheft mechanism which locks them
separately from the bicycle carrier.
Available with a holder for one, two
or four bicycles.

Surfboard Rack

Ski & Snowboard Rack (Standard)

Getting your surfboard to the beach is not a problem with this steel reinforced
polyamide rack that easily attaches to our Roof Rack Basic Carrier (sold separately).
Up to two surfboard racks can be attached to one carrier.

This rack is made to tote up to four pairs of skis
or two snowboards atop your CLK. Requires
Roof Rack Basic Carrier (sold separately), which
can accommodate two Ski & Snowboard Racks.

24/25

Ski & Snowboard Rack (Deluxe)
This rack holds up to six pairs of skis or four snowboards and
features a pull-out function that makes for easier loading and
unloading without the need to reach across the roof of the car.
Requires Roof Rack Basic Carrier (sold separately).

utility & care

Trunk Drawer
Create extra storage space in your trunk to
keep smaller objects out of sight and protected
with this trunk drawer.
| CLK Coupe models only |

Collapsible Shopping Crate
Make your next trip to the market more convenient
with this collapsible shopping crate. To save space,
it folds ﬂat when not in use. Dimensions folded: 2 x 13 x 18".
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Cargo Area Tray

Trunk Net, Rear Sill / Fl oor

Battery Trickle Charger

Protect the floor of your trunk with this
durable, easy-to-clean plastic insert
with 2" sides. Formed to perfectly fit the
trunks of CLK Coupes and Convertibles.

Versatile and convenient, these strong and durable
nylon nets help you to more safely secure objects in
your trunk compartment. Each net is sold separately.
| CLK Coupe models only |

For those extended periods when your
CLK-Class has not been used, this
charging device will ensure that your battery
is fully energized when you need it.

All-Season Floor Mat Set

Sheepskin Seat Covers /Inserts

These custom-designed rubber floor mats are
a great way to keep the carpet in your CLK-Class
in top condition. Deep channels trap water,
mud and melting snow. Easy to clean. Four mats
per set. Available in Black, Gray or Beige.

Cool in the summer and warm in the winter, these
sheepskin seat covers (Coupe, shown above) and
sheepskin inserts (Convertible, not shown) are tailored
to the front seat to ensure a perfect fit and long-term
comfort. Set of two. Available in Black, Gray or Beige.

utility & care

UVS-100TM Sunshade
Think of it as SPF 100 for your dashboard. Helps prevent sun damage to the
interior while keeping the inside cooler.
Practical and durable. Made of reflective
fabric laminated to a foam core.

Vehicle Cover

Mud Flaps

Sun Blinds

This UV-resistant 3-layer cover helps protect the
finish of your CLK-Class from the elements.
Made from breathable Noah® fabric, it combines
an excellent fit with durable construction.
| Lock and cable available separately |

Designed to match the contours of the CLK-Class, these
durable formed plastic mud flaps will help protect your
vehicle and followers from loose road debris, rocks and
the corrosive effects of salty road spray. | Available in
pairs for the front and the rear. Not for AMG models |

Shield rear-seat occupants from direct rays of sunlight with
these custom-ﬁt, sheer nylon blinds that attach very easily
to insides of windows. Blinds sold separately for each window.
| Available for CLK Coupe models only |

Mercedes-Benz Car Care
Maintain and protect your investment.
28/29
Car Care Kit
Cleans, restores and protects. Includes seven
specialty products, 3.5-gallon bucket with convenient
mesh pocket skirt for storage, car care manual
and two reusable applicator pads. Products: Leather
Seat Care, Interior Care, Quick Wipe, Paint
Cleaner, Paint Care, Car Shampoo and Wheel Care;
all formulated exclusively for Mercedes-Benz by
Meguiar’s.
Wheel & Tire Care Kit
Keeps wheels and tires looking their best. Includes
our unique, richly formulated Tire Care gel for
long-term prevention of tire discoloration and dulling,
plus our high-performance Wheel Care formula to
help dissolve brake dust and road grime. Equipped
with an ergonomically designed wheel brush to
reach hard-to-clean areas without scratching painted
surfaces. Stows together in a durable, zippered case.
Leather Chamois
Soft, pliable and absorbent leather to gently wipe
away water without leaving streaks or water marks
on your CLK.
Sheepskin Wash Mitt
Thick, 100% Merino wool pile helps apply car
shampoo, capture dirt and grime, and reduce paint
surface scratches. Large shape and elasticized
wrist comfortably accommodates all hand sizes.

utility & care
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Finish: sterling silver
Finish: titanium silver,
high-sheen polished
15
Finish: bi-color anthracite,
high-sheen polished
16
Finish: high-sheen
17
Finish: brilliant silver,
burnished
14

18
19

CLK Coupe models only
Installation Kit required

B6 647 4242
B6 647 4243
B6 647 1517
B6 647 1518
B6 647 0256
B6 647 0257
B6 647 0600
B6 647 0601

B6 603 1440
B6 603 1442
B6 603 1441
B6 603 1443

Accessory Light Alloy Wheels :
Alresha | 18" Multi-Spoke Exclusive Forged Wheel 15
(Wheel Size: 7.5J x 18 ET 37, Tire Size 225 /40 R18)
Option for rear axle
(Wheel Size: 8.5J x 18 ET 30, Tire Size 255 /35 R18)
Anchat | 17" 7-Spoke Wheel 13
(Wheel Size: 7.5J x 17 ET 36, Tire Size 225 /45 R17)
Option for rear axle
(Wheel Size: 8.5J x 17 ET 30, Tire Size 245 /40 R17)
Elarneb | 17" 6-Spoke Wheel 13, multi-piece
(Wheel Size: 7.5J x 17 ET 36, Tire Size 225 /45 R17)
Option for rear axle
(Wheel Size: 8.5J x 17 ET 30, Tire Size 245 /40 R17)
Sadachiba | 18" 5-Spoke Wheel 14, multi-piece
(Wheel Size: 7.5J x 18 ET 37, Tire Size 225 /40 R18)
Option for rear axle
(Wheel Size: 8.5J x 18 ET 30, Tire Size 245 /35 R18)
AMG Wheels :
Style III | 17"/18" AMG 5-Spoke Wheel 13
(Wheel Size: 7.5J x 17 ET 37, Tire Size 225 /45 R17)
(Wheel Size: 7.5J x 18 ET 37, Tire Size 225 /40 R18)
Option for rear axle
(Wheel Size: 8.5J x 17 ET 30, Tire Size 245 /40 R17)
(Wheel Size: 8.5J x 18 ET 30, Tire Size 245 /35 R18)

8

8

8

8

9

Style V | 18" AMG Multi-Spoke Wheel16
(Wheel Size: 7.5J x 18 ET 37, Tire Size 225 /40 R18)
Option for rear axle
(Wheel Size: 8.5J x 18 ET 30, Tire Size 255 /35 R18)

9

9

B6 603 0085
B6 689 0071
B6 688 1223
BQ 672 0002

Style VI | 18" AMG 5-Spoke Wheel 17
(Wheel Size: 8J x 18 ET 34, Tire Size 225 /40 R18)
Option for rear axle
(Wheel Size: 8.5J x 18 ET 30, Tire Size 255 /35 R18)
Blue Illuminated Door Sills ( Set of 2)
Chromed Exterior Mirror Housings ( Set of 2)
Chrome Door Handle Inserts ( Set of 2)

11
10
10

BQ 688 0005
BQ 688 0007
BQ 688 0092

License Plate Frames:
Slimline Frame (Polished stainless steel)
Slimline Frame (Black powder coat stainless steel)
Slimline Frame (Black pearl stainless steel)

10
10
10

B6 603 1362
B6 603 1363
B6 603 1113
B6 603 1114
B6 603 0084

Bluetooth Interface Module
CD Changer19
CD Changer Installation Kit
Hands-Free Communication System
iPod® Integration
iPod® Cradle
MHI Interface Cradles
Navigation System
NavUpdate
SIRIUS Satellite Radio
Tele Aid

16
14
16
14
15
16
17
17
16
18

8

Style IV | 18" AMG Twin-Spoke Wheel 13, multi-piece
(Wheel Size: 7.5J x 18 ET 37, Tire Size 225 /40 R18)
Option for rear axle
(Wheel Size: 8.5J x 18 ET 30, Tire Size 255 /35 R18)
(Wheel Size: 9.5J x 18 ET 18, Tire Size 255 /35 R18)

B6 603 1368

B6 787 5839
B6 782 4018
B6 782 4023
see dealer
B6 782 4219
B6 782 4229
see dealer
see dealer
see dealer
see dealer
see dealer

BQ 688 0101
BQ 688 0086
BQ 688 0088
BQ 688 0090
BQ 688 0100
BQ 688 0087
BQ 688 0099
BQ 688 0091
BQ 688 0058
BQ 688 0059
BQ 640 8122
BQ 688 0057
BQ 640 8125
BQ 675 0004
BQ 675 0034
B6 647 0143
B6 647 0120
B6 647 0202
B6 647 0206
B6 647 0203
B6 627 0914
B6 627 0911
B6 627 0912

appearance (continued)
Slimline Frame (Satin stainless steel)
Mercedes-Benz Frame (Polished stainless steel)
Mercedes-Benz Frame (Black powder coat stainless steel)
Mercedes-Benz Frame (Black pearl stainless steel)
Mercedes-Benz Frame (Satin stainless steel)
AMG Frame (Polished stainless steel)
AMG Frame (Carbon fiber faux stainless steel)
AMG Frame (Black pearl stainless steel)
Marque Plate with Star logo (Polished stainless steel)
Marque Plate with Star logo (Black powder coat stainless steel)
Tire Valve Stem Caps ( Black)
Tire Valve Stem Caps ( Silver)
Tire Valve Stem Caps ( AMG)
Trunk Handle (Polished stainless steel)
Trunk Handle (Satin stainless steel)
Wheel Locking Bolts
Wheel Hub Insert ( Blue)
Wheel Hub Insert ( Standard Silver)
Wheel Hub Insert ( Sterling Silver)
Wheel Hub Insert ( Titanium Silver)
Wood & Leather Steering Wheel ( Burl Walnut/Stone)
Wood & Leather Steering Wheel ( Burl Walnut/Black)
Wood & Leather Steering Wheel ( Burl Walnut/Ash)

10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
9
9
9
10
10
9
9
9
9
9
10
10
10

utility
& care
B6 668 0096
B6 668 0094
B6 668 0095
B6 754 2024
B6 685 1711
BQ 698 0011
B6 668 0000
B6 664 8056
B6 647 0995
BQ 600 0010
B6 687 0095
B6 652 8219
B6 652 8220
B6 687 0091
B6 687 0101
B6 687 0111
B6 685 0265
B6 781 2124
BQ 691 0214
BQ 691 0213
BQ 691 0215
BQ 691 0202
BQ 691 0201
BQ 691 0203
BQ 600 0005
B6 685 1702
B6 685 1703
B6 687 0094
B6 685 1705
B6 685 1706
B6 685 1707
B6 669 1330
B6 669 1331
B6 669 1111
B6 684 8351
B6 647 2104
B6 766 0063
B6 766 0073

All-Season Floor Mat Set ( Beige)
All-Season Floor Mat Set ( Black)
All-Season Floor Mat Set ( Gray)
Battery Trickle Charger
Bicycle Rack18
Car Care Kit
Cargo Area Tray, Convertible
Cargo Area Tray, Coupe
Collapsible Shopping Crate
Leather Chamois
Luggage Set 18 ( for Small or Large Roof Cargo Containers)
Mud Flaps ( Front, Set of 2)
Mud Flaps ( Rear, Set of 2)
Roof Cargo Container18 ( Small)
Roof Cargo Container18 ( Medium)
Roof Cargo Container18 ( Large)
Roof Rack Basic Carrier18
Roof Rack Basic Carrier Storage Bag18
Sheepskin Insert ( Beige, Set of 2, for CLK Convertible models)
Sheepskin Insert ( Black, Set of 2, for CLK Convertible models)
Sheepskin Insert ( Gray, Set of 2, for CLK Convertible models)
Sheepskin Cover ( Beige, Set of 2, for CLK Coupe models)
Sheepskin Cover ( Black, Set of 2, for CLK Coupe models)
Sheepskin Cover ( Gray, Set of 2, for CLK Coupe models)
Sheepskin Wash Mitt
Ski & Snowboard Rack18 ( Standard)
Ski & Snowboard Rack18 ( Deluxe)
Ski Rack Insert18 ( for Small Roof Cargo Containers)
Spiral Lock for Bicycle Rack18 (for one bicycle)
Spiral Lock for Bicycle Rack18 (for two bicycles)
Spiral Lock for Bicycle Rack18 (for four bicycles)
Sun Blind18 ( Rear Driver Side)
Sun Blind18 ( Rear Passenger Side)
Sun Blind18 ( Rear Window)
Surfboard Rack18
Trunk Drawer18
Trunk Net, Floor18
Trunk Net, Rear Sill18

30/31
27
27
27
27
24
29
27
27
26
29
22
28

BQ 667 0023
BQ 660 0070
BQ 660 0071
BQ 660 0009
BQ 698 0009

UVS-100TM Sunshade
Vehicle Cover, Coupe
Vehicle Cover, Convertible
Vehicle Cover Lock and Cable
Wheel & Tire Care Kit

28
28
28
28
29

28
22
22
22
23
23
27
27
27
27
27
27
29
24
25
22
24
24
24
28
28
28
24
26
27
27
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